April 27th
A world stage is being set. Someone is soon to be “Elevated.”
September 5th
As this man emerges on the scene many people will accepts his words, many people will accept
his ways, many people will accept his leadership, many people will follow him but I say to the
righteous, beware
September 18th
Many will look for the man who emerges to provide.
January 13th
Now here is the mind of Wisdom: The seven heads are seven hills on which the woman is seated.
They are also seven kings; five have fallen and one is falling; the other is not yet seated, and
when he is seated his stay must be brief. Word of Knowledge was “the 8th” and “time, times ½
time” “Corona, add the numbers” “First Fruits gone”
January 14th
Darkness, Darkness, Darkness, Mourning and lamenting, Grieving while the world rejoices
January 19th
Celestial event; The year of the Last Trump
January 21st
Somebody deceased coming alive; The head
January 25th
I am seeing it is a man soon to emerge. I see an image forming; as it appears it is that of man. I
am looking at him standing. It’s night time. But the figure of that man is darker than the
surrounding darkness of night. That’s how I see him in a silhouette against the night. I am seeing
that he is preparing to emerge.
I am seeing like a bottomless pit. As I look over the pit I see faces of a man rising up toward the top but I
also see like a beast seems to be ascending upward out of it. Macron.: Take note of the King of France;
Macron says the LORD: A woman in dark clothes beware January 28th

Context –
November 30 2016
Trump will fall. When he falls he represents the year of the last Trump He represented King
number 6 King number 7 in now reining, remember his stay must be brief - Revelation 17.10

When might this go down
November 3rd
My son this will be the last election. This King will come down. December will have a
catastrophe so big this people will be in shock and disbelief (November 3 2020).
January 15th
This King meaning #7 will come down also.
January 9th
 Before this man is sworn in there will be a turn of events that shocks the world.
 No transition of power.
 Biden not around or unavailable.
 Obama to make the announcement.

